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Key Features 

Update thousands of prices by few clicks 
Using this extension you don't need anymore to spend so much time updating the 
prices. Now all you should do is select the products needed to be updated, fill up all 
necessary  setting fields and press the button "Update Process". That's all. Now such 
routine work can be done in a few minutes. 

Prices can be decreased or increased 
If you want to decrease the price you just need to enter the value with minus. 

Apply fixed or percentage type to update the prices
In configuration settings you can select the type of updated products.

Price rounding 
You know that sometimes the prices can look odd in your store. For example,  the 
product should be rounded with ending: 0.34, 0.78 etc. With this extension you should 
just type the ending of the rounded prices. 

Bulk Prices Import

The great option that allows you to import the list of products using CSV file. 
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Configuration
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Basic Price - select basic price. Basic Price is the price from which the product's price
will be updated. 

Destination Price - select destination price. The destination price is the price to 
which bulk price updater will be assigned. 

If you select "  Special Price  " you can select the day when the special price will be   
active. 
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Destination Store View - select destination store view. 

Update Type - select update type. Percent - the price will be updated in 
percent. Fixed - the price will be updated in fed price. 

Update Value - type the value of the price. 
Rounding - select the type of rounding. 

Round to integer - once "round to integer" is selected, choose the 
"Rounding Direction" of the price. 
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➢ Round to  integer  with  ending -  once  "Round to  integer  with
ending" is selected, you should select Rounding Direction and type the
Round Ending.

• Round ending to threshold - once "Round ending to threshold" is selected
type the "Ending Thresholds". You can use set of endings separated by
semicolon. The closest and higher ending will be applied. If no applicable
ending, price will be rounded to next integer. E.g. 0.00, 0.25; 0.50;0.75.

• Minimal Destination Price  - type the minimal destination price. The input
price is set up if the result of calculation is less than Minimal Destination Price,
but not less than 0.
• Maximal Destination Price - type the maximal destination price. The
input price is set up if the result of calculation is more than Maximal
Destination Price (0 - no limitation).
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Assigning the Products 

1. Fill up all necessary fields of configuration panel.
2. Scroll down the page till the section "Products" and select the products,
the price of which should be changed. To find necessary products quicker,
use "Filters". Here you can filter the products by categories.
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Tier Price Updating 

The Bulk Prices Updater can help you with updating the tier 
prices. Create a tier price for every product you need to. 
Go to Products > select a product > click "Edit" > Advanced Pricing 
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Then go to Bulk Prices Updater Configuration and Configure the 
extension. 
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Assign products which you want to update > click "Update Prices": 

The result: 
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Bulk Prices Import

You can import list of products using CSV file. 
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Go to Catalog > Bulk Prices Import > choose CSV file for import. To update
the prices using csv file you should configure the csv file with the special
specifications. 

• SKU — type the sku of the product.
• group_price: — specify the price for the group. In this example we used
the group General, here it means that for this group the price will be 11.
• group_price: we specified one more group, we used Wholesale group,

but here we Specified also the qty. So it means that for the Wholesale group with
qty:10 the price will be 8. 

Also, you can specify the website as it was shown in the field E, we specified the
website:test_website and the price will be 7, if the group_price is Wholesale, qty:10
and website:test_website. 

• cost — specify the cost of the product.
• price — specify the price of the product.
• special_price — specify the special price for the product.
• msrp — specify the manufacturer suggested retail price.
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In the CSV fle we have the product with SKU: 24-MB01, this product is shown with the price 
10 according to the CSV fle and the feld special price — 10. 
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Example of Using Bulk Prices Updater 

Step 1: fill up all necessary fields in configuration panel 
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Step 2: assign the products 

Step 3: click the button "Update Prices". The product's price 
was successfully updated.
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